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2 Claims. (Cl. 93-2) 

This invention relates tomechanical production sinuosities are formed on the counter-band 6, 
of matches in book-cases and has for its object wherein the matches are disposed. The band con 
to dispose the matches in said book-cases, having taining the matches so formed is then cut in the 
any form and dimension whatsoever, in one or desired lengths and these bands with the matches 

6 more layers and in a determined number, a seat are afterwards introduced singly, ‘or one upon 5 
being provided for each match, wherefrom the the other, into book-cases having any desired form 
match can be removed. _ and dimension whatsoever, and securing the band 
One of the more considerable advantages at- 5 by gluing strip 6 ‘to the back of the book-case . 

tained by the improvements according to the in- i, the lateral parts of which 3 and I, and front ' 
10 vention consists in that the disposition of the parts or ?aps i and 2, are, in a- known manner, 10 

matches in said book-cases is e?ected, ordlnately folded for the closing of the book-case. For said 
and speedily, the number of the matches being closing. further. a part such as a tab I’ can be 
at the same time exactly controlled, provided on the upper side i, and a correspond- 

Further, said disposition can be e?eeted in ing slit 2' on the lower side, the tab I’ being des 
16 book-cases having a slight thickness and being tined to be introduced into said slit 2'.‘ The 15 

therefore not cumbersome, . tab l' and the slit 2' can also be omitted and, in 
The matches are mechanically disposed betwee such a case, the form of the book-case, could be 

two paper-bands,one of'whlon 1s After.‘ that'for example shown in dotted line in the 
wards, the two bands are ?xed or glued at the upper Portions of Figs. 1 and 3. 

20 points interposed between the matches, The What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 20 
layers of the matches ?xed-between the paper- Patent of the United States is: 
bands are afterwards-out in the desired lengths 1. The method of manufacturing a‘ match book 
and disposed one uponganother, in order to ob- Or package in a combined group of steps. which _ 
tain the desired groups, ‘for example of 10, 20, consists in continuously arranging match stems 

25 40, 50 matches. These groups are then put into in spaced apart relation 011 a paper Strip, Super 
book-cases of any form and dimension whatso- P081118 8- Second, summed Paper Strip “P011 said 
ever. ' _ stems and ?rst paper strip, securing the second 
The annexed drawing merely by way or ex-' strip to the ?rst strip between the match stems 

ample, illustratesthe process and thedisposition by corrugating said second Strip in situ to form 

5 

.30 for the production of matches according to the 8- m?tch Strip, superposing upon and mutuallys?- 30 
invention, and precisely: curing two match strips thus forméd’to each 

Figs. 1 and 3' show a book-ease 1!; opened, posi- other, so that the corrugations of one match strip 
tion, wherein the matches are disposed respec- project between the corrugations of the other 
tively in one and two layers, said matches being match strip to form ‘a double match strip. (115 

35 ?xed between two paper-bands, . ’ posing and securing a portion of the resulting 
Figs. 2 and 4 are respectively sectl'ons of Figs. double match strip thus formed upon a cover 

1 and 3. » having ?aps, and ?nally folding the flaps and 
Fig. 5 shows in cross-section the disposition of completing the book. 

the matches in one simple layer between the paper ‘ 2. The method of manufacturing a_ match book 

a: 

4.) band and the gummed counter-band, as it'comes or package in a combined group of steps. which 40‘ 
from the machine. consists in continuously arranging match stems 

Fig. 6 shows also in cross-section the assembly in spaced apart relation on 9- Daper strip.» Super 
of two bands and counter-bands. the matches posing a second, summed Paper Strip “D011 said, 
being placed in their seats, one on another, stems and ?rst paper strip seeming the second 

45 so that the matches are disposed in two series strip to the ?rst strip ‘between the match stems 45 
arranged in the same line. by corrugating said second strip in situ to form . 

Fl 7 shows also in cross-section two hands a match strip, superposing upon and mutually 
con ‘vaining the matches, placed upon one another. securing two match strips thus formed to each 
Assh'ownin the drawing, (Fig. 5) the arrange- other, so that the corrugations of one match 

‘ so ment consists of one paper band 5 andof one strip project between the corrugations ‘and 50 
counter-band 6, which is gummed, between which matches of the other match strip to form a double 
the matches are disposed mechanically, the latter match strip, disposing and securing a portion of 

. beingginaintained at their places, for the reason, the resulting double match strip thus formed upon 
that /the counter-band 6 is ?xed to the band 5 a cover having ?aps, and ?nally folding the ?aps 

55 'atlthe points interposed between said matches ‘i, and completing the book. (,5 
by means of known machines. so that a series of . > EUGENIO BRAVI. 


